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aymond Arnold's legacy to Tasmanian art is 

already well established. His prodigious and 

masterful body of work in printmaking places him in 

the foremost rung of practitioners of the discipline 

in this country and beyond. 

His contribution to contemporary art in Tasmania 

extends through his teaching and his many 'collegiate' 

contributions to the community of artists in this 

state and beyond. He has been, and remains, a driving 

force in the discourse around Land/Art issues, 

so vital within this contested area in Tasmania.

His adoption of the West Coast of Tasmania as his 

home is typically inclusive, and he continues to 

articulate this unique landscape while introducing 

others to its rugged, compelling beauty and the many 

vital issues surrounding its past, present and future. 

Born in 1950, Raymond Arnold studied 

teaching and art in Victoria before relocating 

to Tasmania in 1983. Over the last quarter of 

a century Raymond has helped run an artist’s 

co-operative in Hobart, lectured at the 

Tasmanian School of Art, printed 1000s of 

screenprint posters for community groups, 

worked as an artist in residence in mining 

towns, schools and universities, completed 

public art commissions and served on Arts 

Tasmania and Australia Council committees. 

He received a Federation Medal for services 

to the arts community in 2002. 

Since 1993, Raymond has regularly travelled 

to Europe to research the intaglio print 

medium and has refined his own etching 

technique at the famous Parisian studio of 

Lacourière et Frélaut. 

He has held over 47 solo exhibitions and 

participated in many group shows in Australia 

and overseas and is represented in the 

collections of the Imperial War Museum and 

the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 

the Bibliothèque Nationale and the Musée 

Courbet in France. In Australia, the National 

Gallery, the Australian Parliament House 

and various state galleries have his prints in 

their collection.

He currently lives and works in Queenstown, 

Tasmania where he has set up the regional 

art space LARQ – Landscape Art Research 

Queenstown which fosters exhibitions, 

workshops, residencies and forums.
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e are driving to Queenstown, Raymond 

Arnold’s adopted home. We have passed most 

of the key milestones on this journey from 

Hobart – the gentle lifting up from the rural lands into the steeply rising 

escarpment of the central highlands, then the sharp surprise at the sudden 

appearance of the massive penstocks and power stations of Tarraleah and 

Tungatinah – emerging onto the open high plains. This is the outer edge of 

grazing, the land is lean, the winters are cold. We traverse the highlands, 

noting brief views of distant peaks, to drop again into forest, awed as 

always by the sublimity of the sudden view into Surprise Valley, twisting 

down the far side of Mount Arrowsmith, at last into the western mountains; 

‘the known becomes the unknown at the Arrowsmith Gap’.2

Down level again to ground, across Lake Burbury, now driving directly at the 

wall of crags of the West Coast Range – a mining drive might go straight 

on and under – we turn and skirt the bottom edge. Through Linda and 

Gormanston we rise again. The land is bony, hard and bare; pinks, blacks, 

reds and red-browns, scumbles of dirty green in the valleys and washes, 

now recolonised by tough grasses, fading off to a misted grey-green veil 

smeared over the lowest hills, hunks of bony metal poking out of orange 

earth. Greyish-pink outcrops at the tops resist vegetation, as they always 

have. Evidence of abandoned mine workings dots the hills. Now we are rising, 

twisting again until the crest, a last tight, groaning  turn and the horizon 

opens; then we drop into the switchback of 99 bends. Images come too fast, 

like filmic cuts, and suddenly – the town. Sensations slow as the car gathers 

speed on the flat. We are still processing that flash of images as the older, 

shabby end of town appears. Three corners later and we are pulling up at the 

artist’s home, an old orange schoolhouse with a corrugated-iron rectilinear 

slab of Payne’s Grey at the street front, a recent addition respecting the 

tradition of metal-clad buildings typical of this place, speaking of something 

other – modernity, an altered function, new beginnings.

Raymond Arnold has lived in Queenstown since 2006 but his association with it, 

and the West Coast of Tasmania, goes back much further to his first visit 

on a walking trip at the age of 17. In hindsight, this relocation has perhaps 

the air of inevitability, but it also hints at exile. The wall of mountains, 

And drive back home, still with nothing to say. Except that 

now you will uncode all landscapes. By this: things founded

on their own shapes 1

W

  1 Heaney, Seamus, fragment from poem 

‘The Peninsula’, in Opened Ground 

Poems 1966–1996, London, Faber and 

Faber, 1998.

  2 Arnold, Raymond, from artist’s notes. 
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dominated by the bulk of Mount Owen at the town’s back, creates the sense 

that this is a place apart. To descend ‘into’ Queenstown also entails a 

descent ‘out of’ another space, where consciousness of place is formed 

in connectedness, in the contiguous flow of landscapes into landscapes. 

This break is abrupt and constantly asserted by the unequivocal presence 

of that ring of peaks which both cradles and isolates the town.

Here at the western edge of Tasmania, that big wall at one’s back can propel 

the view outward, westerly, as it was before the road came in, so the 

trajectory of vision is also outward to the ocean. For the ten years preceding 

Arnold’s move to Queenstown, his time oscillated between Tasmania and 

Paris, between the peaks of western Tasmania and the Butte of Montmartre; 

the raw slog up the back of Frenchman’s Cap and the daily ascent of the 

steps leading up to his Paris workplace, the print studios of Lacourière et 

Frélaut. The trajectory of the line linking Tasmania and France also runs 

back, to the West.

The landscape of Tasmania has been a touchstone for Arnold since that first 

visit as a teenager. Through his student years in Melbourne he made 

regular visits on walking trips, experiencing the place as only the walker 

can, slipping between grand vistas and tiny moments of detail, touching the 

surface of things directly, engaged in the ‘work’ of traverse and its twin 

gifts of a diminution of self-consciousness and a consequent expansion of 

consciousness through physical effort and immersion in a flow of phenomena.

For the son of a coach-painter artist, Arnold’s entry into the life of an artist 

reflected his background and milieu. He enrolled at Melbourne Teachers’ 

College where he studied to be an art teacher, graduating in 1972. There 

he encountered an environment which was an amalgam of a vocational 

model and modernist theory and practice. Overlaid onto that was an 

awareness of recent contemporary arts practice from Europe and the USA, 

altogether a rich and varied seedbed for the student.

For Arnold, the early 1970s were a time of engagement, not just with art, but 

also an atmosphere of political discourse and debate and commitment and 

action which typified student life at the time. Arnold’s politicisation was 

formed through exposure to attitudes valuing empowerment, action and 

radicalism which was the legacy of the generation of the 1960s. Over time 

  3 Merewether, Charles, 

Art and Social Commitment: An end to 

the City Dreams, 1931-48, 

Art Gallery of New South Wales, 1984.

  4 Arnold, Raymond, from Masters Thesis, 

Shielding the Body, Department of 

Fine Arts, Monash University, 2004

his nascent political views came to focus on the tangible base of his 

recreational and aesthetic interests – a fascination with the land and the 

politics of land use. The writings of a new breed of cultural theorists also 

influenced him, like Charles Merewether, whose claim that ‘Art is a social 

act: it is drawn from a specific social environment, it is shaped by an artist 

who himself is a social being’3 fed the notion that art should have a role in 

the world and that the artist acts in that world.

Arnold’s return to Art School in 1977 represented a fuller commitment to art, 

which inevitably involved envisioning himself as an artist, adopting the role, 

the disciplines, and the implications of that life. His capacity for work was 

considerable. When he later stated that ‘the idea of work as a verb was 

important to my practice’,4 he was referring as much to the concept of deep 

engagement with his practice as a means of revelation as he was to the 

respect for work which was his birthright. He continued to paint, as he always 

has, but found in printmaking his first clear avenue of success, becoming 

increasingly fascinated by what artist Jim Dine referred to as ‘A provocative 

meeting of intimacy with mechanical detachment’.5

The rise of screen printing within the fine arts at this time was linked to a 

growing interest in mechanical production and industrial technologies. 

It also reflected a desire for immediacy and the incorporation of popular 

imagery into art. In screen printing and etching the pervasive influence of 

photography was particularly evident. It was no less significant in the other 

disciplines, but in printmaking it supplied not only a new image ‘character’, 

one which bespoke its origins, but also provided a new range of technologies 

within the medium itself.

Arnold’s embrace of screen printing reflects also his own vision of himself as an 

artist, as someone, to paraphrase artist and architect Vito Acconci, who 

wanted to act as ‘some sort of instrument in the world’.6 The screen print’s 

sleek face and clean, flat, chroma-rich fields of colour spoke of the world 

outside the studio, outside the contemplative space of the artist’s imagination; 

it reflected the world, rather than interpreting it. It was a form of image 

making from the world of advertising, labelling and brand communication. 

While he continued making paintings (‘Painting emphasised image over 

object’7), Arnold delved further into the technical complexities of print 

  5 Dine, Jim, quoted in Masters Thesis, 

op. cit.

  6 Acconci, Vito, from Cork Caucus 

Introductory Lecture 2005, in 

Cork Caucus – On Art, possibility and 

democracy, National Sculpture Factory, 

Revolver Books, Frankfurt, 2006.

  7 Arnold, Raymond, from interview notes. 
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media, including etching, pushed by the needs of his content and pulled 

by the opening up of possibilities which experimentation encourages.

Treason of Images (1978), exemplifies these influences. It reflects the influence 

of photorealism through its ambitious representation of a multifaceted and 

broken visual field with complex, often reflective surfaces made manageable 

initially through the mechanistic objectivity of the camera. In this image 

Arnold carries the fracturing of reflectivity one step further, breaking the 

image up across the picture plane through a composition built from 

separate images, slightly misregistered (or more correctly unregistered), 

adding a further dynamic to the already busy spatial and compositional 

relationships. The picture plane is thereby set into an oscillation, shifted in 

both the actual two-dimensional and illusory three-dimensional planes.

This approach breaks with the ‘up front’ nature of regular screen print 

composition, whereby the surface is stabilised by a flat, static picture 

plane. The employment of a broken set of smaller ‘cut and paste’ image 

components from multiple A4 stencils was in part born of necessity, but 

also served a key metaphorical function as both signifying disjuncture and 

simultaneity. This device was to resonate strongly throughout the work of 

the following decade, allowing for often complex sets of ideas to coexist 

as equivalents within one work, without being set into a narrative or 

hierarchical relationship. The ‘misregistration’, is intentionally at the service 

of a more sophisticated reading, relating image and conceptual components. 

Like Arnold’s broken-up, composite titles, it reflects the desire to sit things 

against each other so that they may ‘rub off’ (or even ‘irritate’) one another 

in a balance of sometimes divergent views or values within the composition. 

Significantly, the ‘artist in the world’ is present in the print, as a reflection. 

The artifice is admitted, the tripod obvious, integrated: his presence is already 

a conscious act, as director, as reflection, as shadow, as trace, as witness.

Around this time of relatively hermetic production Arnold’s work reflected a 

fascination with the urban environment of Melbourne, and prefigures the 

flâneur he would become in Paris. The street was enough, the artist had 

only to reflect the street. Wallace Stevens’s poem The Man with the Blue 

Guitar left a strong impression on Arnold, since it articulated many of the 

ways in which he increasingly saw art as linking both the idea of the artist 

Treason of Images  1978

screenprint

80 x 114cm

Edition: 14
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in the world with the awareness that inevitably the artwork is also to a 

certain extent self-contained, and that the artwork grows out of the process 

as much as out of external or imposed factors: ‘Poetry is the subject of the 

poem,/ From this the poem issues and/ To this returns.’8 This notion set 

against Acconci’s ideas seems to imply a dichotomy but the two positions 

are coexistent, and simultaneously cooperant.

Always imbued with what Jonathan Holmes later referred to as a ‘formidable 

work ethic’9, Arnold continually pushed the screen print further in his use of 

multiple inkings (over 100 in some cases). This created depth in the surface, 

(suggested and actual), subtle and complex colour relationships and the 

building of a surface, a facture, which approximated paint. His constant 

innovation in printmaking persists, revealing a desire to delve ever deeper 

into the possibilities of the medium, as if that closeness of engagement with 

the process will both reveal and ‘allow’ more possibilities. Such familiarity 

with the material and method can lead an artist to the dead end of reverence 

for craft over content, or to that of mannered absorption, inverting the 

source and the locus of the work back into the work itself. In Arnold’s work 

innovation and diversity are driven by an abiding interest in work and the 

world, and by the ‘world’ of art too, inasmuch as it is inevitably a part of the 

wider world. Stevens claims later in the same poem that, notwithstanding 

that Poetry (Art) is the subject of the Poem (Artwork) he, the artist, remains 

‘a native in this world,/ And think(s) in it as a native thinks’10.

In Snowy Mountain Identikit – Self Portrait on Mt Twynham, Mt Kosciusko on Skyline 

– Atomic Theatre (1982), the figure in the image/space cannot hold the highest 

ground of the peak which is occupied by a large trigonometry marker that 

dwarfs it. Instead of regarding the vast view, the figure contemplates the 

‘trig’ point marker itself. The panoramic vista has been triangulated, and 

colonised. This self-conscious placement of a ‘keying’ figure within the view 

was a well-established convention in landscape painting and is perhaps best 

exemplified by Casper David Friedrich’s Traveller above a Sea of Mist (1818). 

In Friedrich’s image the figure draws our gaze from the vista, he holds centre 

high ground. He sees it on our behalf. The broken edges of the incomplete 

view in the Arnold print signify that this is not the ‘whole’ picture, as the 

ambitious conceits of nineteenth-century painters of panoramas like 

  8 Stevens, Wallace, fragment from poem 

‘The Blue Guitar’, Selected Poems, 

Faber and Faber, London, 1980. 

  9 Holmes, Jonathan, Essay ‘Walking into 

Art’, exhibition catalogue Nature/Culture, 

Australian Galleries 2005.

10 Stevens, Wallace, op. cit.

Snowy Mountains Identikit – Self Portrait on Mt Twynham, 

Mt Kosciusko on Skyline – Atomic Theatre  1982

screenprint

100 x 120cm

Edition: 12
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von Guerard might have required the artwork to suggest. The man-made 

structure signifies domination; marking, measuring and mapping are the 

means of control – of the assertion of power – but they are not a ‘knowing’ 

of the land they seek to subdue. Again, Arnold’s multiple stencils and 

inkings provide alternate views simultaneously, evoking the actuality of the 

experience of vast landscapes which are apprehended piecemeal by the 

visitor, not taken in as a whole, as the panoramas of the previous century 

suggested with their presumption of omniscience – a view signifying power 

over place, not intimate engagement with it. Structures made and left in the 

landscape, whether they be trig markers, electricity transmission towers, 

or the results of mining incursions, will always carry metaphorical 

significance, and deep signification with regard to our complex relationship 

to particular places. But in the end the operation of nature consumes and 

breaks them down, not only physically but also by eroding the moral 

significance and force of their previous functions. They become the subject 

of aesthetic investigation as they are incorporated back into the balance 

that nature seeks through entropy. The artist’s ambivalent engagement 

with them is nonetheless always characterised by a tension arising out of 

their implications; as with all the results of human activity in the landscape, 

there is no escaping the moral dimension.

Red Condition – Descending Mt Townsend with Storm 

to North-East. After von Guerard’s Mt Kosciusko 1862 1982

screenprint

102 x 153cm

Edition: 10
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n 1983 Arnold decided to move to Tasmania. 

His frequent walking trips had deepened his 

immersion in its landscape, and the time was 

also a critical one for engagement with the contested issues which surrounded 

it. His arrival coincided with a demonstration to save the Franklin River. 

A blockade had been set up at the Crotty Road, just outside Queenstown, at 

the point of access to the construction site of the proposed dam. It was his 

second day in Tasmania, seen out in the police lockup in Queenstown. During 

the rest of that year he worked on his first major print executed in Tasmania: 

Florentine Valley – Displaced Landscape (1983). This large three-panel screen 

print depicts the view from Scott’s Peak Dam down into the Florentine Valley. 

It contains the same view as that depicted on an interpretive sign placed 

there by the Hydro-Electric Commission, the two overlapping so that the 

sign obliterates that which it purports to present, a literal displacement, 

one image supplanting another, the sign becoming the figure. The remnant 

view of the valley is lit by the setting sun, the sign by the headlights of a car. 

A double shadow of the artist is cast onto the sign, reminiscent of a view 

from the same spot made by the artist surveyor William Charles Piguenit a 

century before, in which he also depicts himself. Arnold’s shadow in the 

print is placed to the side, not blocking but sharing this phenomenon which 

is no longer a view. The print surface is built up to a rich weight through 

multiple inkings, a tactile presence of the ink body with the visible history of 

its making, like the surface of the ground. This technique enabled great 

richness in colour layerings, both opaque and transparent, which provide a 

depth and subtle luminosity. This epic-scale print sets up the model for many 

of Arnold’s screen prints of the next ten years, characterised by the twin 

concerns of a socially engaged practice, and an innovative and ambitious 

exploration of print technology. Here was a position that satisfied what 

Seamus Heaney described as a ‘temperamental disposition towards an art 

that was earnest and devoted to things as they are’.12 The act of reflecting 

things ‘as they are’ is nonetheless extended by relational inferences and 

connections. The previous year Arnold created Red Condition – Descending 

Mount Townsend with Storm to North-East. After von Guerard’s Mt Kosciusko 

(1982), in which the storm cloud also implies a potential nuclear storm 

We found that our compasses were not as steady as they 

should be, and supposed there might be mines of lodestone 

about here 11

I

11 Tasman, Abel, 1642, from ship’s log, 

quoted in Geoffrey Blainey, The Peaks 

of Lyell, Hobart, St David’s Park 

Publishing, 1993. 

12 Heaney, Seamus, ‘Crediting Poetry’, 

Nobel Lecture 1995 published in 

Opened Ground – Poems 1966–1996, 

Faber and Faber, London 1998.

figure/ground
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(‘the shadow of nuclear conflict that we all live with now’).13 The figure 

descending the mountain can only study the rocky ground one footfall 

ahead, conscious of, and resigned to the import of the changes occurring 

at the wider horizon.

Arnold’s print Maria Island Proving Ground – Atomic Theatre, also from 1982, 

brings together the local and the general around a range of stories, issues 

and potential meanings. The island site was at various times a penal 

settlement, an idealised rural Arcady, and a failed attempt to create a 

‘reservation’ for the Aboriginal people. As such it is a place of sad 

narratives, shattered dreams and colonial debacles. Overlaid by Arnold onto 

its dark history and raw beauty is the contemporary narrative of nuclear 

proliferation and the potential destruction attendant upon it. Another print 

from this series, West Wind, Maria Island – Atomic Theatre, Arnold explains, 

‘is an etching aquatint on handmade paper that is concerned with the 

vulnerability of that treasure island – Maria Island, as ground point zero – 

the proving ground – the centre of a possible nuclear demonstration’.14 

Airstrip markers assume a sinister, perhaps military aspect, implying that 

no point on the planet is far enough away from the source of disaster to 

remain untouched, either as target or incidental casualty. In such a climate 

the benign can assume a forbidding face.

Arnold had a close and influential involvement, which was to last ten years, 

with the newly developing artist-run Gallery and Studio complex Chameleon. 

He set up a print studio within the old Blundstone Boot Factory site in 

Campbell Street, where he produced screen prints and etchings until its 

closure in 1992. During this time he produced over 200 separate posters. 

At an average production rate of one screen print every two weeks for much 

of this time, the posters form a unique catalogue of the events and issues 

of significance in the political, social and arts arenas. While the posters were 

often driven by the didactic function the form must provide, nonetheless 

they also reflect a strongly discursive function, particularly through their 

titling, which hints at layers of meaning and variance of viewpoint. This 

quality was often further emphasised by breaking the composition into 

two components, either horizontally or vertically. Again, multiple stencils 

and inkings and strong compositional structures raise these works far 

13 Art and Australia, 

Vol 21, No. 4, Winter 1984. 

14 Arnold, Raymond, Craft Tasmania, 

Vol. 13, No. 2, May 1983
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Artist’s Proof – No Dams – Rococo Reversal  1983

etching

115 x 76cm

Edition: 20
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environment, creating an ‘artificial elsewhere’ for the panoramic spectator. 

It is perhaps his major work from 1984; its scale alone might justify that 

claim. At 100 x 400cms, run across eight large etchings, its presence is 

impressive. It is the result of long and rigorous hours ‘digging’ the plate 

surface, hard work, not unlike the hard work of physically making the walks 

which fuelled it. Conscious of the fact that many Australians would never 

experience the threatened Tasmanian wilderness, Arnold determined with 

this work that he wanted to ‘establish several levels of interpretation. In its 

                            site specificity it maps the tumbling conglomerate ridges above Lake 

Tahune from the final col in the ascent of the peak; however, in its absolute 

geometry of stark eroded skyline it was also a very vulnerable landscape’.16

The panoramic sweep of this work also acts as a projection, reflecting Ruskin’s 

notion of the laying down of desire and moral purpose onto the land. This 

construct affirms that mimesis itself can be revelatory, providing a deeper 

and subtler engagement, and a call to awareness. It becomes an artwork 

into which the receiver of the work may also readily project since it appears 

to be open and ‘unloaded’. Yet this ‘panorama’ has none of the colonising 

or authoritative functions we often associate with panoramas. It is more a 

series of moments than an attempt at an inclusive view. Here the view is 

across at or up to, from the approach. The large scale elicits a quiet and 

compelling awe, for both the work as a phenomenon and the effect of 

projection into the image. The surface engagement drags the eye over its 

hard rocky face. The eight views loom and recede alternately, massing in the 

centre panels, pulling the eye around the great tower of rock, and the pace 

of the eye is held down, navigating the surface web of hard-dug line upward. 

This work takes time to read, as it took time to make. The multiple-view 

format is informed by the photographic proof sheet as much as by the 

sketch. As academic Deborah Malor writes, ‘colonising the West Coast of 

Tasmania has always involved taking in a range of views, operating multiple 

ways of seeing’.17

Academic Ian McLean’s assertion that the aesthetics of the panorama understand 

that the landscape can only be taken amorously (the picturesque), or 

transcendentally (the sublime), each a ‘type of orgasm’,18 cannot admit this 

vision in which the engagement may be defined simply as intimate. 

16 Arnold, Raymond, Masters Thesis, op.cit.  

17 Malor, Deborah, exhibition catalogue 

(‘Second Papers’), Excursive Sight, 

University of Tasmania,1997. 

18 McLean, Ian, exhibition catalogue 

(‘Second Papers’), Excursive Sight, 

University of Tasmania,1997. 

beyond what the usual expectations of a poster might be. Four Ships/Four 

Issues, made for a Tasmanian Environment Centre exhibition in 1985, 

exemplifies many of these characteristics in its concern with issues (in this 

case environmental), its inclusion of text, and the astute relationship of 

typology to content, which are all features of Arnold’s posters.

The poster Arnold produced for the exhibition South of No North (1991) could 

be read equally as a statement about the place of the artist in Tasmania, 

and within the environmental issues contested there. Arnold’s image is 

placed at the left of the composition, arm outstretched towards a fore-

shortened map of Tasmania laid over a contour line ‘mat’. At top right a map 

of the constellations from the southern perspective locates Tasmania 

within a universal context. This two-panel print originally depicted         William 

Lanney,         an Aboriginal Tasmanian,         whose body notoriously suffered surgical 

    desecration for ‘scientific’ purposes. Arnold,     as an unwitting representative 

of white domination, stands between Lanney’s image and Lanney’s place, 

Tasmania. A critical reaction to the use of this image resulted in Arnold 

partially eradicating it. Thus the print itself not only reflects but also 

becomes a site of contestation. The development of this poster reinforces 

the complexity of the political situation and the multiplicity of readings to 

which any image or act may be subject.

At this time landscape theory and practice were rapidly developing areas of a 

discourse investigating the nature/culture formulation. This discourse 

was central in Arnold’s reading throughout the period, and remains a key 

source and underpinning to his ideas, informing the direction of his work, 

now manifest again in LARQ – Landscape Art Research Queenstown – 

which Arnold has set up to promote further investigation of the Land/Art 

nexus since his relocation to Queenstown, where he now describes his 

function as an artist thus: ‘I see my work (in Queenstown) existing as a 

sort of record... I see myself as a sort of witness... not so much as an 

agent for changing things directly’.15

A far more personal note in Arnold’s relationship to land and landscape is 

revealed in a key etching of the period, Imaginary Landscape – Eighteen 

Months in Tasmania (1984), which depicts the Frenchman’s Cap centrally, 

and other landforms from different locations representing a hybridised 

15 Arnold, Raymond, from DVD, 

Dialogues, Martin Secombe, 

Media Projects East, 2008. 
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Imaginary Landscape – Eighteen Months 

in Tasmania  1984

eight panel etching/aquatint

120 x 400cm (overall)

Edition: 5

Collection: National Gallery Australia, Canberra 
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As academic Simon Ryan writes: ‘The task of the artist now is to reformulate 

the notion of the panorama... and perhaps to find in it a way in which people 

are part of the land rather than overlooking it at a remove’.19

Arnold’s characterisations of the process of working the etching plate as 

‘digging’ or ‘an act of ploughing’ carry multiple meanings. They may be read 

metaphorically as referring to the manner in which the meditative rhythm 

of work allows one to dig more deeply into the self, with the possibility of 

turning up stones or diamonds with each pass, all slowed down to the pace of 

the cut, a deliberate and methodical immersion into process – a willingness 

to follow the leading cut onward. C’est le métier qui rentre, and as Umberto 

Eco writes: ‘Grasp the words and the subject will follow’.20 Arnold explains it 

thus, ‘I wanted to employ the etched line both as an element of description 

and as a meditative act, and out of the cloud/net of inscription I was looking 

to form the subject’.21

In 1985 Arnold curated the exhibition Approaching Landscape for Chameleon.

This was the first of many curatorial, discursive and pedagogical activities 

relating to land/art issues.22 Though he left teaching at the Tasmanian 

School of Art in 1986, Arnold’s commitment to Chameleon paralleled a 

quite catholic embrace of the roles and duties of the artist ‘in the world’. 

With all the passion and zeal of the explorer he traversed Tasmania, often 

by bicycle, camping or stopping at the homes of fellow artists, who formed 

a community sprinkled even into the remotest corners of the island. Like 

Piguenit, with whom he has strongly associated, Arnold carried paints 

and stopped along the way, laying down small, heavily impasted views. 

Many of these ‘diaristic’ paintings would later be hung in large groupings 

– images unfolding in a cinematic shifting of frames, redolent of the visual 

markers within such journeys which survive disconnected in memory, like 

snapshots. On some trips he was accompanied by artist friends. The 

‘community’ of artists across Tasmania therefore became more aware of 

fellow members, and was tied more closely together largely through his 

activities during this time.

In 1987 he also worked within communities on projects as diverse as a mural 

in a neighbourhood house and a stint as Community Artist in residence at 

Savage River, an iron ore mining town – a role which he was to repeat in 

1989. The ‘artist in the community’ role in Savage River slammed Arnold’s 

politics up against the complex dichotomies of the world beyond the studio 

door. At once the admiration one may have for an engineering and aesthetic 

marvel (a mine or a dam) is compromised or shaded by its implications for 

the environment – one of which may be the destruction of a unique ecosystem, 

and another the production of affordable, renewable energy. Nothing is simple. 

Yet, for the artist, similar coexistent dualities occurring in the landscape 

contain the aesthetically engaging detritus of those operations and the 

unique and compelling results which may remain as a  testament to 

environmental degradation. This position is one the artist whose subject is 

the land in Tasmania invariably inhabits.

By 1992 Arnold was working exclusively on intaglio prints, one of which, 

Justify the Line – Iron Blow re-excavation, recapitulates, in a series of four 

large prints, the digging out of the Iron Blow open-cut mine. The vast hole 

is eaten down in profile in the etching, reminiscent of the way mine maps 

describe space as it is eaten out of matter. The stages of the state proofs 

record key steps of that dig and, like mine maps, suggest in the independent 

resolution of each state, and in their seriality, the contingent nature of 

each such ‘mapping’: will the dig continue, where is the stopping point? 

The digging down into the plate, line by line, is analogous to the tedious yet 

meditative repetition of digging earth. It is a slowing down, lines ‘removed’ 

from the plate contribute to the construction of image, negative becomes 

positive, reduction becomes accumulation, copper becomes ink.

19 Ryan, Simon, ibid.

20 Eco, Umberto, The Name of the Rose, 

Picador, 1983.

21 Arnold, Raymond, Masters Thesis, op.cit.

 22 Including: To the Surface (1993), 

Figure/Ground (1995) and Excursive Sight 

(1997), Between Phenomena (2001) and 

associated publications. Excursive Sight 

and Between Phenomena, relate to the 

Cultural Landscape Research/Teaching 

Program, which he developed, taking 

theoretical and practical arms of 

contemporary investigation in the field.
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hen the psyche requires space – room for 

reflection and reappraisal perhaps – the body 

may relocate to a new physical space where 

awareness of self becomes more attenuated and 

perhaps the physical awareness of the body can 

become more acute, more a driving force. The alien is differentiated, more 

attuned and absorbing. He relies more on instinct and accumulated skills. 

The condition is largely outside of reason, the trajectory through is less 

driven by familiarity. The situation reasserts the psyche in its rawest parts, 

sensation is perhaps the surest touchstone from which to build anew. The 

body becomes the site of the psyche, the measuring more sensate – the 

will connected more to flesh, complicit with it.

In 1993 Arnold made his first trip to Paris to create work, and this led to him 

dividing his time between Paris and Tasmania over the next ten years. Paris 

represented a radical departure from the place, the activity and the issues 

which had consumed him during the previous decade. On his first journey, to 

begin working on a series of major prints in the studios of Lacourière et Frélaut, 

he carried with him plates which he had started in Tasmania by printing half 

of each plate, trusting to discover their other halves in the experience of Paris. 

The division of the prints into two equal zones was not new (he had utilised 

the device in a number of posters) but this time it was to a more personal 

end. Paris, and what it might reveal, would offer the completion. Philosopher 

Jeff Malpas writes: ‘To become familiar with a place, to learn to inhabit it, is 

not to dispel its secrets, nor to render it into some simply intelligible form 

– as if the place could be transformed into a sign, an idea, a mere position 

– it is to work oneself into that place, to take in its rhythms and movements, 

to become part of them, and for them to become part of one’s self’.25

The decision to take incomplete plates as a starting point was impelled in part by 

an image by nineteenth-century French etcher, Charles Meryon, whose work 

Arnold had researched closely – in particular an incomplete first-state print, 

L’ Abside de Notre Dame de Paris (The Apse of Notre Dame de Paris), (1853). 

The view shows the great church in an equivocal state, for at least we the 

viewers may entertain a conceit that it is not yet fully constructed, or perhaps 

is in the process of being eaten away. The complex and confident markings 

All men are alike, all hunting the same phantasmal mirror. 23

The new context for the compound figure and its 

undifferentiated ground is struck through the weaving of the 

body into metropolitan Paris, historic frameworks and displays 

of fashion.24

W

23 Jones, James, From Here to Eternity, 

Hodder and Stoughton, London, 1998. 

24 Arnold, Raymond, Masters Thesis, op.cit. 

25 Malpas, Jeff, Essay ‘Repetitions’, 

exhibition catalogue, Repetitions, 

University of Tasmania, 2008.

the compound figure
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on Meryon’s plate create in the face and surfaces of the church something 

redolent of the cliff faces of Tasmania. The building, against a blank sky, 

has the character of a great crag. Meryon’s etching becomes a ‘hinge’ which 

joins two hemispheres, two experiences and perhaps the duality of the self 

in this context. The notion of ‘incompleteness’ thus becomes the starting 

point for the first group of Paris etchings. That the work should be built on 

such a simple binary is indicative of Arnold’s sense of things. The worked 

halves of the plates are the familiar motif, the prior language of forms from 

the known ground; the untouched halves of the plates are ready to be filled 

with whatever the new ground proposes. Against the four existing images, 

based on the ‘halo’ of the Remarkable Cave blowhole in Tasmania, another 

image must arrive, marks which are the traces of the new ground.

The resultant work, The Spectacle of Nature (1994), (the title deriving from 

Nicholas Green’s book of the same name, about the city constructing the 

country through art) found its completion in his perambulations around 

the city. Now the bushwalker has become the flâneur, wandering an urban 

metropolis, a new milieu giving precedence to the body and its adornments 

and presentation. Shop windows rich with visual stimuli, among them all 

the ephemera of fashion, such as a bolt of inexpensive lace, provided the 

key to the work’s completion, as did the tapestries in the Musée Cluny. 

As art writer and curator Anne Kirker writes: ‘In this compressed, ornate 

environment, Arnold looks inwards rather than outwards and it quickly 

encourages a directly sensorial, body-oriented experience’.26

The lace is impressed into the soft ground of the plate. Meeting the line of the 

brown-inked rock face, the red-inked lace balances the density of line in the 

existing image, the meeting point like the edge of a skirt – a rent across the 

two images fused by the intermingling of line and colour. The four panels 

are then overlapped in the hanging. Lace patterns congregate in the interior 

while the panels rotate in a cruciform about the vacant centre. The simple 

equal division of the plates suggests binaries like nature/culture, inside/

outside, domestic/wild and male/female, yet the interdependence of these 

binaries is emphasised by the fusion of their edges and their equivalence 

in the field of the plate/print.

26 Kirker, Anne, Essay, ‘Double Bond’, 

exhibition catalogue, Nature/Culture, 

Australian Galleries 2005.

The Spectacle of Nature  1994

four panel etching (installed)

200 x 200cm (image and sheet)

Edition: 5

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris
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The growing significance of the senses, a natural corollary to the increasing 

significance of the body as the site of investigation, resulted in a series of 

prints which again share this equal division above and below the centreline. 

The second of five, And for each sense there is an image II (1994), is printed 

on two sheets as is the whole series. The lozenge-shaped forms are 

constructed with lace above, again soft ground on copper, while the bottom 

sheet is dry point on patterned (industrial, non-slip) aluminium. The 

technical aspects of the medium are again being pushed in new ways in the 

service of an appropriate amalgam of surface and character. The suggestion 

of the female domain above and male domain below is clear, underscored 

by the colour relationship, but the two exist as separate parts of one whole, 

two ‘characters’ unified by the surface and the compositional structure, 

more a duality than a binary. A key work from this period, Le Fond et la 

Forme (1996) also addresses this duality, employing rubbings of industrial 

surfaces, lace and human hair (also purchased from street stalls). The 

tactility of rubbing and the (caressing?) impress of hair into the soft ground 

carry this body ‘sensing’ directly into the work, the scale and shapes within 

the compositions reiterating the body as the referent.

Arnold continued to explore new forms in which the print, and the printing process, 

could  respond to excursions into such new areas of content. In 1995 he 

created Love Creeper – He was to look at her. She saw herself as a man, on 

which he collaborated with furniture designer-maker Linda Fredheim. This 

work placed the print within an installation somewhat suggestive of the 

boudoir, comprising a screen, a mirror and a standard lamp. Raw (naked) 

surfaces of plywood are articulated with delicate pokerwork, the elongated 

ovoid print (its design based on a pattern for a lace border designed by 

Miss A G Wilson in 1910, and named ‘Love Creeper’) floats on the surface 

of a translucent film. The doubled meaning of the title is particularly 

intriguing. In Love Creeper the sense is that the feminine decorative domain 

of the boudoir has merged with the masculine domain of the shed. The arms 

of the screen extend, inviting the viewer in, towards seduction, towards 

implication and, through the agency of the light and the mirror, to exposure?

Arnold’s desire to extend into installation had its precursors in Nature Observatory 

– To Look At/To See As (1995), (a collaboration between Arnold, furniture 

designers Linda Fredheim and Stuart Houghton, painters, Tim Burns and 

David Keeling, landscape designer Torquil Canning, photographer Dan 

Armstrong and supporting armature by Peter Wilson) and in Eye Spot (1995), 

which arose out of a collaboration with poet Edith Speers. In Eye Spot 

Arnold developed a three-dimensional form incorporating a print image; 

this material construction was augmented by spot lighting so that the shadow 

becomes ‘imprinted’ on the wall as a two-dimensional element. The hole, 

or iris, at the centre of the mirror allows access to light, simultaneously 

presenting darkness (shadow). This balance of material form in space, 

two-dimensional form (the print) and non-material form (light/shadow), is 

also the key component in She said there is always someone on top. It’s about 

power. What do you think? (1995), in which a series of voluptuous footstools 

perch atop one another, growing in size as they rise, casting a sharp film 

noir shadow beside a group of prints which reiterate in their lace pattern 

the footstools’ upholstery. Deep red – the colour key of the erotic – is here 

combined with lighting redolent of the nightclub or the boudoir, the erotic 

tension flows back and forth from the stools to the wall. As art writer and 

curator Robyn Daw states: ‘Tension arises not from within each object, but 

from between the two, and relies on their distinct separation. The immovable 

object never collides with the irresistible force...’27

The range of (often diverse) influences which bear on the development of an 

artwork may be best exemplified by Arnold’s description of the sources of 

the print Anamorphic Eye – and what it does not see in the forest (1996), 

in which he cites a Magritte painting, a mosaic mural on a Hobart building 

and the book Feminism and the Mastery of Nature as ‘some’ of the direct 

influences on the work.

In Source – Walking into Courbet’s shadow (1997), the installation arises from a 

number of sources derived from Courbet, including primarily the painting 

The Meeting or Good Day Monsieur Courbet (1854), which depicts a chance 

meeting of the painter and his patron Alfred Bruyas and the patron’s servant 

Calas, on a road outside Montpellier. In the image only Courbet casts a 

shadow, implying that only he, the worker artist, is of, or ‘grounded’ to the 

earth. His clothing, sturdy staff, gaiters and pack also imply he is a ‘serious’ 

walker, unlike the dandy Bruyas. Arnold’s fascination with Courbet is 

27 Daw, Robyn, Essay, exhibition 

catalogue, Reflexion,

Australian Galleries, 1997
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Source - After Courbet  1998-2000

etching

69 x 68.8cm (image)

Edition: 10

Printer: Louis Bouzou

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

reinforced by such references. Also contributory to the installation are the 

painting L’Origine du Monde (1866), in which the composition is centralised on 

the vulva of a recumbent nude, and the source of the river Loue, also depicted 

by Courbet in his painting La Source (1868). Within the installation a shallow 

bowl of water elevated on a delicate tripod sits before two circular prints, 

across which elliptical shadows fall, linking the installation with light and 

shade. The ‘shadow’ of the title derives directly from the shadow in Courbet’s 

painting and suggests both Arnold ‘shadowing’ the artist Courbet, as a 

detective might, and even perhaps that the artist works always in the shadow 

of the history of art and its significant figures. The ghost of Duchamp also 

seems to hover around these installations in which the characteristic 

identifiers of the masculine, and particularly in this case the feminine, are 

metaphorically represented in object form. Later he was to make a journey, 

not unlike his Piguenit-inspired trajectories across the Tasmanian landscape, 

to the source of the Loue. Arnold’s identification with Courbet extends beyond 

these connections: not only did Courbet define himself as a ‘worker artist’, 

he entertained the notion of stepping outside his genre and presented himself 

in an early portrait (1845) as a sculptor, seated on a rock into which a woman’s 

head has been directly carved, resting against an amphora, from the gaping 

mouth of which issues a stream of water which spills over into the world of 

the viewer. For Arnold installation seems to be a mechanism for spilling out 

into the world, as well as drawing the viewer into his. The duality is dynamic.

During his time in Paris, Arnold undertook a number of walks and visits to key 

sites, destinations often based on influential images and places of artistic 

significance and influence. Some of these choices were based on his personal 

history, threads connected directly to his life. The battlefields, graveyards and 

memorials to the Great War held particular interest for Arnold: his great-

grandfather had served on the Somme. Arnold describes his vision of himself 

at one point as a ‘ghost’; when crossing a trench line he appeared ‘accidentally’ 

and unknowingly at a memorial service for the Australian dead. History and 

the grand sweep of its events were tied by blood and memory into his own 

life. This experience brought the present and the past into the same space 

in a very real way. These sites have become sites of pilgrimage for many 

Australians and Arnold spent a great deal of time among them, noting, 
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photographing and researching. Visits to war museums provided other 

sources, focusing particularly on a study of armour – the shielding of the body.

The series of ten prints Memory/History, created between 1998 and 1999, reflects 

the intense emotions he was feeling in 1997 before his return to Paris, when 

he wrote: ‘I feel like I have never been more alive coming to a determination 

that is the most profound I will make in my life’.28 The resulting body of 

work incorporated not only etchings but also digital prints, a doubling 

reflecting the way history folds from the present to the past and back again. 

The images drew on sources such as floral tributes, bloodstains, shell 

holes, gas masks – key images which define the memory traces of that 

war – but perhaps the most poignant is that derived from an object he 

discovered in the Museum of the Great War in Péronne, a vest of silk-

backed suit cloth onto the front of which had been sewn many small pieces 

of metal – joined to create a protection for the torso. This armoured vest 

was created at home, in a domestic space, for the soldier at the front. Like 

the small metal-backed pocket mirrors given as tokens by loved ones, 

which soldiers placed in breast pockets of their tunics, over their hearts, 

the protective efficacy of the item is questionable but its greater significance 

is in the meanings it carries, rather than the practical functions it might 

perform. Its lasting legacy is as an expression of hope, however futile, in 

the face of the massive dumb force of real war. The series of ten prints 

consistently utilises a dual image in which the top and bottom sections 

almost mirror one another (except, notably, for one, Trench Foot/Gangrene 

Couronne). This doubling suggests the form of the body and also, in certain 

cases, the face,  as in the masklike Double Camouflage/The Last Veteran. 

The disjuncture between the safe domestic world of home and the wild 

reality of war is sharpened by the way lace is frequently used as the ‘skin’ 

of these images. For the print Body Armour or Char Corps Arnold sewed 

small pieces of lace in place of metal to re-create the image inspired by 

the home-made vest, and also used lace to provide an analogous form for 

the image of gangrene, in which it approximates a viral spreading. The use 

of existing perforated metal patterning creates an analogy to chain mail. 

The feminine persists, in the presence of lace, in the blood-spreading 

effluvium, the vagina-shaped/floral wreath of Blood and Bone/Haemorrhage 

Poem, and the sulphurous efflorescence the lace assumes in Goddess Gas/

Paul Nash Corruption. One thing common to all wars is the fragility of the 

bodies thrown into them, the damage done, the bleeding out, the draining 

of vital fluids, splintered bone, and the efforts made to protect those bodies 

against these visitations of mortal force.

In the series Armours of Proof (à l’épreuve) (2001-03), the empathetic connection 

extends back into the mediaeval period, where etching itself begins, invented 

as a means of creating decorative figuring on suits of armour, the title 

deriving from the testing of armour, the dents of which were left as proof of 

its efficacy and sound construction. In this series the subject and the medium 

itself reflexively fold into one another (the term épreuve is still used in French 

print workshops to describe the first test print pulled from the plate). For 

some time Arnold had articulated, through the figure/ground motif, the desire 

to incorporate issues of his own body in the spaces inhabited in discourse 

(intellectual space) and action (physical space). But the figure/ground 

formulation, rooted as it is in the gestalt duality of two contrasting fields, 

limits the reading to a binary opposition incapable of reflecting the complex 

structuring of the figure growing and flowing outward in a complicated set 

of formational relationships. Arnold invokes more fully the concept of the 

‘compound figure’. This figure extends beyond the binary and the duality,  

beyond the oppositional aspects inherent in the Western tradition, in which 

presence is defined by absence, light defined by dark. This figure is at once 

more open, more multirelational. It admits the complexity of its formation 

and formulation in the world. It is closer to a man than a sign. Perhaps the 

compound figure also acknowledges the interrelationships and interdepend-

ence of dichotomies, of ambivalence, of a simultaneously operant multiplicity, 

more like lived life, than the deconstruction of it, and ‘it’s possible the 

Compound Figure also emerges out of this interrogation/implication of the 

viewer into the artwork’.29

Regarding this thirty-print project, art writer and curator Katherine McDonald 

wrote: ‘It is increasingly Arnold’s habit to “become” his subject’.30 This process 

had been in train from Arnold’s first visit to Paris but the focus has moved 

and expanded, from the personal sensate body rediscovered (uncovered), 

through the years from 1993 to 1998, to an association based on the 

28 Arnold, Raymond, from a letter to 

Katherine McDonald, quoted in essay 

‘War and Flesh’, exhibition catalogue, 

Nature/Culture, Australian Galleries, 

2005. 

29 Arnold, Raymond, Masters Thesis, op.cit. 

30 McDonald, Katherine, 

Essay, ‘Cropping Henri IV’, exhibition 

catalogue, Nature/Culture, Australian 

Galleries 2005. 
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connection of that figure through memory and history, compounding it 

further. The ties of blood and memory can shift the psyche into a broader 

zone of shared and connected experience. In ‘becoming his subject’ Arnold 

becomes everyman – the reconnection with the body, the self, has created 

a mode of re-entry into the broader world, inevitability through the agency 

of the body, its vulnerability, its break-up, its very physicality, being the 

hinge point of that connection. Arnold associates directly with the figure of 

Henry IV, specifically through his armour and the way it is separately broken 

down into units for specific body parts. His reading of Linda Nochlin’s The 

Body in Pieces – the Fragment as a Metaphor of Modernity reinforced the 

developing formulation of the Compound Figure as a an analogy for 

modernity. The segmented images also have their roots back in Imaginary 

Landscape. The prints – each composition depicting specific components of 

body armour in one panel set beside an image of a piece of loosely woven 

cloth (the etched line analogous to weaving) – reflect this compound nature in 

their formation. Katherine McDonald has described these prints as ‘hybrids’ 

or ‘mongrels’, due to the eclectic collisions of print technologies and mixed 

lineage of these densely coexistent fields of reference and inference, 

reflecting the ultimate futility of any armour, physical or theoretical, with 

which we clothe the fragility of self, of psyche.

Katherine McDonald observes that ‘the torso is a kind of stage’31 and in the 

series of etchings Bayeux Soldats (2004-06) even the title has reduced to a 

matter of two simple facts to explicate their source. Folding current back 

into recent war history, the Desert Storm troops, like the soldiers of World 

War One, are depicted only as torsos, encumbered, compromised, by the 

articles of survival and the articles of protection wrapping the precious, 

vulnerable core.

Arnold’s interest in tapestry oscillates from its weaving process – composed 

from single lines of fabric, akin to the slow building of drawn line – 

to content, and of course their intertwined, interdependent nature. His 

fascination with ‘La Dame à la Licorne’, with Flemish mille fleurs tapestries 

and, critically for this body of work, the Bayeux Tapestry, is as much an 

engagement with medium as content as it was with either.

The Bayeux Tapestry throws historical content into the same zone as Arnold’s 

31 McDonald, Katherine, 

Essay, exhibition catalogue, 

In Harm’s Way/Ligne de Chance, 

Australian Galleries, 2007. 

Bayeaux Soldat II – US Medic  2004

etching

69.5 x 69.5cm (image) 120 x 80cm (sheet)

Edition: 20

Printers: Luc Guerin & Louis Bouzou

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris
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contemporary engagement with his body/family history and the contempora-

neity of war as a constant presence in the conflicts of Iraq and Afghanistan. 

The images derive from small drawings made in situ in the Museum of the 

Second World War and later ‘amplified’ by the physicality of the paper and ink 

of the print, ‘“morphing” or folding back into materiality – back into the object’.

There is irony inherent in the concept of armour: the full suit comprises many 

parts, and each protects its own body part, yet in totality, as a full ‘body’ 

recomposed in metal, the suit becomes a liability to its fallen wearer, the 

weight of the carapace is now a paralysing ‘body prison’ rendering him 

completely vulnerable. The modern war, perfected in the Great War, brings 

death stealthily, by gas, or shatteringly by shelling, the body blown apart, 

literally in pieces.

His return to Tasmania in 2006 entailed a focus on the activity of setting up a 

new print studio, relocating his parents, converting the schoolhouse into 

a dwelling and gallery and setting up LARQ, all of which has necessarily 

entailed a diminution of his studio practice during this time. Painting again 

serves the immediate function of recording, ‘My eyes take in the stacks of 

peachy wooden planks... while I am painting my nose prickles at the Huon 

Pine perfume, which is heavy in the air... I am painting in a type of museum 

as much as a cemetery! Growth rings and ordered geometric stacking 

through labour are similar phenomena – types of aggregation over time 

and conversion of one thing into another. My painting represents another 

step in this “flow”. It exists now as a type of weaving that could be said to 

be warping “place” into the representational weft of vertical paint runs.’32

The move brings Arnold back to a new connection with the land, and a new 

position in relation to his role as an artist. The ‘ground’ has shifted and 

there is a different figure on it now. The earlier figure is recomposed, the 

ground he meets is therefore different. Shards of the past penetrate the 

present. He busies himself with the mechanics of relocation, a visitor no 

more. He is there now as witness, as a connection to other worlds, both 

those he carries with him and those drawn in through the visiting artists 

he welcomes. A gallery is made, a space to be filled, a space for the 

sharing of ideas, positing positions and moving forward in the continuing 

dialogue between art and land, between people and places.

Seán Kelly

32 Arnold, Raymond, from Lecture Notes 

Picturing the Wilderness.
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East to Eden to Refuge  1982 

three panel screenprint

79 x 324cm

Edition: 20
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Maria Island Proving Ground – Atomic Theatre  

1982

screenprint

101 x 120cm

Edition: 8

Courtesy of City of Fremantle Art Collection

A Fiction?  1987

screenprint

73 x 55cm (image)

Edition: 80

Collection: National Gallery of Australia, Canberra
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Exhibition Posters

Fourteen screenprint posters from the collection 

of over 200 produced for Chameleon Contemporary 

Art Space exhibitions between 1983-92

Collection: National Gallery of Australia, Canberra
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Florentine Valley: Displaced Landscape  1984

two panel screenprint

100 x 300cm (overall)

Edition: 5

Collection: National Gallery of Australia, Canberra
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And for each sense there is an image IV  1993

two-plate etching

160 x 90cm

Edition: 10

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

And for each sense there is an image I  1993

two-plate etching

160 x 90cm

Edition: 10

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

She said there is always someone on top. 

It’s about power. What do you think?  1995

mixed media installation, screenprints, 

furniture and lighting element

285 x 450 x 350cm

associate: Linda Fredhiem
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Appearance and Reason – Framing Nature  

1995-96

mixed media installation, screenprints, 

sculptural elements and lighting

285 x 1500 x 700cm

associate: Linda Fredhiem

Le Fond et la Forme  1996

etching

160 x 90cm

Edition: 10

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

La coque  1996/98

etching

140 x 70cm

Edition: unique state proof

Printer: Louis Bouzou

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris
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Searching for Immortality in the Mountains - 

Mont Ventoux/after Petrarch  2000-01

thirteen panel etching

121.6 x 80.4cm (each sheet)

Edition: 3
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Memory/History  1998-99 ‘They sought refuge in modernist tropes’/

Ligne de chance  1998-99

Blood and Bone/Haemorrhage Poem  1998-99

Shrapnel Grid/Gueule cassée  1998-99

two-plate colour etching

140 x 70cm

Edition: 10

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

Collection: Imperial War Museum, London

Left to right:

Trench Foot/Gangrene Couronne  1998-99

La commotion/War Film Concussion  1998-99

Body Armour or Char Corps  1998
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Body Armour/Char Corps  2001-03 Henri IV - La jambière gauche  2001

Henri IV - Le cuissard gauche  2001

Henri IV - Le renfort de épaulière  2002

Top row (left to right):

Henri IV – Le plastron  2001

Henri IV – L’épaulière droite  2001

Henri IV – Le cuissard droit  2001

Henri IV – Le gant droit  2001

Bottom row (left to right):

Henri IV - La jambière droite  2002

Henri IV - La cuirasse partie arrière  2002

Henri IV - La cubitière gauche  2002

Henri IV - Mainfaire  2003

Henri IV – Volante  2003

Henri IV – La deuxième cubitière  2003

Henri IV – Le deuxième gant  2003

Overleaf:

Henri IV – Le casque  2001 (detail)

two-plate colour etching

70 x 63cm (image) 92 x 63cm (sheet)

270gsm Velin Arches

Edition: 15

Printer: Louis Bouzou

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris
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two-plate colour etching

69.5 x 69.5cm (image) 120 x 80cm (sheet)

Edition: 20

Printers: Luc Guerin & Louis Bouzou

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

Clockwise (top left):

Bayeaux Soldat III – Fantassin Américian  2004 

Bayeaux Soldat V – Normandy Paratrooper  2005

Bayeaux Soldat VII – Bullecourt digger  2006

Bayeaux Soldat VI – Blue Horizon  2005

Opposite:

Bayeaux Soldat I – Polish Lancer  2004 (detail)
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Somme Haystack  2006

etching

52 x 67cm

Edition: 120

Printer: Luc Guerin

Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut Paris

Western Mountain Ecology  2007

acrylic on canvas

81 x 122cm
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Specialty Timber II  2008

acrylic on canvas

112 x 152cm
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Iron Blow – Mine/My  1991-2008 

etching

170 x 116cm

Edition: unique state
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years. He holds a Masters of Fine Art from the University of Tasmania School of Art and has worked as 

a teacher, part-time university lecturer, arts admnistrator, writer and curator. He is a past Director of 

CAST, (Contemporary Art Services Tasmania), past-president of CAOs (Contemporary Arts Organisations 

Australia), and was Program Manager of the National Sculpture Factory in Cork, Ireland from 2003-06, 

and curatorium member of the European Capital of Culture event ‘Cork Caucus’. He was inaugural editor 

of the journal Contemporary Art Tasmania and has written numerous articles, catalogue essays and reviews. 

The writer is indebted to the scholarship of Katherine McDonald, Anne Kirker and Jonathan Holmes, 

and the generosity of Raymond Arnold in providing full access to personal and academic papers.
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